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ABSTRACT 

 
DEVELOPMENT OF AMINO FUNCTIONALIZED POSS BASED            

 (3-GLYCIDOXYPROPYL)TRIMETHOXYSILANE HYBDRID SOL-GEL 
COATINGS FOR AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS 

 
Varan, Dilara Çisel 

Master of Science, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Abdullah Öztürk 

 

December 2021, 86 pages 

 

 

An amino functionalized and 50 percent amphiphilic polyhedral oligomeric 

silsesquioxane (POSS) based (3-Glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (GPTMS) sol-

gel reaction was carried out under extreme basic conditions. Amount of POSS per 1 

mol of GPTMS was varied at molar ratios of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. The sol-gel product 

was coated on the aluminium 2024 alloy samples with immersion technique and 

thermally treated to improve corrosion resistance of the alloy. Influence of aging 

durations (1, 3, and 6 days) on the sol-gel reactions and polymerization of the coating 

layer were investigated using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. 

Thermal properties of the cured samples were analyzed by Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC) measurements and Thermo-mechanical analyzer (TMA). 

Surface properties and corrosion performance of the coatings were tested using 

contact angle measurement and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

techniques, respectively. A 0.6 mole amino functionalized POSS incorporated, and 

6 days aged GPTMS revealed better corrosion resistance and hydrophobic features.  

 

Keywords: Hybrid Sol-gel Coating, GPTMS, Amino-POSS, Al 2024 T3. 
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ÖZ 

 

HAVA ARACI UYGULAMALARI İÇİN AMİNO FONKSİYONEL POSS 
BAZLI (3-GLİSİDOKSİPROPİL)TRİMETOKSİSİLAN HİBRİT SOL-GEL 

KAPLAMALARININ GELİŞTİRİLMESİ 
 

Varan, Dilara Çisel 
Yüksek Lisans, Metalurji ve Malzeme Mühendisliği 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Abdullah Öztürk 
 

 

Aralık 2021, 86 sayfa 

 

Amino ile işlevselleştirilmiş ve yüzde 50’si amfifilik polihedral oligomerik 

silseskioksan (POSS) bazlı (3-glisidoksipropil)trimetoksisilan (GPTMS) sol-jel 

reaksiyonu ekstrem bazik koşullar gerçekleştirildi. 1 mol GPTMS başına POSS 

miktarı, 0.2, 0.4 ve 0.6'lık molar oranlarında değiştirildi. Sol-jel ürünü, alüminyum 

2024 alaşım numuneleri üzerine daldırma tekniği ile kaplandı ve alaşımın korozyon 

direncini artırmak için ısıl işleme tabi tutuldu. Yaşlandırma sürelerinin (1, 3 ve 6 

gün) sol-jel reaksiyonları ve kaplama tabakasının polimerizasyonu üzerindeki etkisi 

Fourier Dönüşümü Kızılötesi (FTIR) spektroskopisi kullanılarak araştırıldı. 

Kürlenmiş numunelerin termal özellikleri, Diferansiyel Taramalı Kalorimetri (DSC) 

ölçümleri ve Termo-mekanik analizör (TMA) ile analiz edildi. Kaplamaların yüzey 

özellikleri ve korozyon performansı sırasıyla temas açısı ölçümü ve Elektrokimyasal 

Empedans Spektroskopisi (EIS) teknikleri kullanılarak test edildi. 0.6 mol amino 

işlevselleştirilmiş POSS ilave edilmiş ve 6 gün yaşlandırılmış GPTMS, daha iyi 

korozyon direnci ve hidrofobik özellikler ortaya çıkardı. 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Hibrit Sol-Gel Kaplama, GPTMS, Amino-POSS, Al 2024 T3. 
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CHAPTER 1  

1 INTRODUCTION  

Aluminum alloys are extensively used in automotive, aerospace, maritime industries 

applying several surface treatments1 because of their desirable engineering 

properties such as low specific weight, good ductility, high strength and impact 

resistance to weight ratio, perfect electrical and thermal conductivity. However, 

these materials suffer from various types of corrosions for instance pitting, uniform, 

crevice, intergranular, galvanic, stress corrosion cracking, biological corrosion etc. 

during service2. In order to overcome this problem, a protective coating is applied 

onto the alloys to improve their corrosion resistance. Two types of hexavalent 

chromium based anodizing process; namely chemical conversion coating (CCC) and 

chromic acid anodizing (CAA), have been widely used in aerospace applications to 

achieve a protective anodic oxide film. Hexavalent (VI) chromium-based coating 

combines with application of primer (generally epoxy based) and, if necessary, 

topcoat (generally epoxy and polyurethane based) applications3. Anodizing process 

provides surface for good adhesive bonding due to self-ordered and nano porous 

oxide layer which the coatings with the bonded assembly provides good tensile 

strength and durability in harsh environmental conditions1,4. 

In spite of several advantages such as self-healing, high adhesion with aluminum 

materials, paints and primers, and being economically reasonable REACH 

(Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals) regulations 

reported in 2007 states that the use of hexavalent (VI) chromium contained 

hazardous chemicals will be entirely forbidden in 2024 due to their threat to both 

human health and environment5. Companies and research centers have started to 

research Cr (IV) free alternatives. One of the alternatives is phosphoric acid 
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anodizing (PAA) that was developed first by Boeing Co. in 1975. Compatibility of 

PAA with primer is not good as CAA although the oxide layer of PAA has more 

porous and thinner structure than CAA film6. Nowadays, research towards new 

anodizing techniques with different acids continue. Beside the chromate free and 

advantages, anodizing coating decreases fatigue strength of aluminum alloys7. In 

order to find eco-friendlier alternatives, a new trend of hybrid organic-inorganic sol-

gel coatings have been studied to provide corrosion barrier against corrosive 

environment and good adhesion with metal substrate and organic primer-topcoat8. 

The most promising advantage of sol-gel based treatments is diversity of chemistry 

to have different functional properties of coating. Also sol-gel technique is cleaner, 

and can be performed in aqueous or any organic media which has hydrolytic or non-

hydrolytic procedures, respectively9. 

Sol-gel coatings are done with organic and inorganic chemicals depending on 

expected function of the final coated layer. Inorganically prepared sol-gel coatings 

offer good adhesion layer with strong van der Waals bonds between metallic surface 

and polymer molecules. These bonds are transformed Me-O-Si and Al-O-Si stable 

covalent bonds with aluminum surface. Nevertheless, inorganically synthesized sol-

gel coatings cannot provide crack free thick film since cracking is usually intervenes 

during drying process10. 

Hybrid sol-gel films are prepared both organically and inorganically in order to 

enhance film properties. Scratch resistance, durability, and good adherence to metal 

surfaces are enhanced by the inorganic component, while the organic component 

increases density, flexibility, and functional compatibility with organic paint 

systems, as well as the possibility of thick, crack-free coatings11.                                        

3-Glycidyloxypropyl-trimethoxysilane (GPTMS) is one of the frequently applied 

precursor materials used as grafting agent. It facilitates synthesizing organic-

inorganic materials and utilized to get anti-scratch coating, anticorrosion coating, 

and protective layers on organic polymers12. 
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GPTMS has an epoxy ring at the end of the propyl chain. This functional group 

enables to achieve several chemical structures depending on the reactivity induced 

by different chemical surroundings. GPTMS binds easily to the organic and 

inorganic networks covalently as coupling agent13. GPTMS reacts with epoxy ring 

and amines which is used to fabricate curing agents of thermoset resins. However, 

there is a critical balance between polymerizable organic functional groups and 

polycondensation of the inorganic network because of the epoxy opening reactions 

during synthesis of GPTMS based hybrid materials. Structure of resultant material 

is highly dependent on catalyst types that may be acidic or basic13. 

Silsesquioxane can be classified as caged or noncaged structures. Caged 

silsesquioxane is called Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxane (POSS). The 

dimension and structure of POSS with the vertex group is 1-3 nm and highly 

symmetric respectively. The structural formula of POSS is (RSiO1.5)n where R is 

vertex groups that can be halogen, hydrogen, alkene, alkyl, aryl, arylene etc. 

Moreover, one or more functional groups such as methacrylate, styrene, amine, 

epoxy, and alcohol etc. attach to polymeric network covalently through 

polymerization or grafting reactions when the functional groups are introduced into 

POSS as vertex groups. POSS can improve physical properties of hybrid materials 

such as glass transition temperature, thermal stability, strength etc. with altering the 

molecular interactions when it is introduced into polymer chains or polymer 

network14. 

Jerman et al.15 reported corrosion performance of GPTMS sol-gel on aluminum 

2024-T3 substrate. T8-caged structure of tetra(3-aminopropyl)-tetraisobutyl-

octasilsesquioxane (AP4IO4 POSS) was used as curing agent in different molar ratios 

of 0.125, 0.25, and 0.375, amino-POSS per 1 mol GPTMS. They concluded that 

0.375 mol of amino-POSS for 1 mol of GPTMS has showed better corrosion 

resistance than all POSS added GPTMS, pure POSS, and pure GPTMS coatings. 

The purpose of this study is to apply a 50% amphiphilic amine functionalized POSS 

added GPTMS coating on an Aluminum 2024-T3 alloy to increase its performance 
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in harsh corrosive environments. POSS was selected as amine-bearing compound. 

The POSS added GPTMS was prepared by the sol-gel process that was carried out 

under highly basic conditions. Effects of aging time on the formation of sol-gel 

reactions and on the coating, film cured were investigated using FTIR spectroscopy. 

Pre-penetrant etch was applied on Aluminum 2024-T3 substrate before coating. 

Coating was performed by immersion technique and subsequently cured by applying 

a regulated heat treatment. The corrosion performance of the coatings including 

different amine functionalized POSS were evaluated using electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS).  
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CHAPTER 2  

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 An Overview the Corrosion of 2024 T3 Aluminum Alloys 

Aluminum and its alloys are significant engineering materials due to several 

properties such as plenty existence in earth, low specific weight, good ductility, high 

strength and impact resistance to weight ratio, perfect electrical and thermal 

conductivity16. Aluminum shows good corrosion resistance against neutral solution 

and atmospheric environments with developing thin oxide film layer. pH range of 

neutral solutions and atmospheric environment bring about thermodynamically 

stable oxide film on the material surface to prevent further corrosion. However, 

Aluminum is prone to corrosion with simultaneous formation of hydrogen due to 

dissolution of oxide layer in acidic and alkaline environments17. 

Aluminum alloys may contain different metals according to its application such as 

Fe, Si, Cu, Mg, Mn, and Zn. Among them, Aluminum alloys consisting Zn and Cu 

has better corrosion resistance. However, heat treatment of this alloy results in 

intergranular corrosion and stress corrosion cracking18. 

Aluminum alloys with high copper content such as 2xxx series are widely used in 

aerospace structural applications due to its stiffness and fatigue strength. Therefore, 

they are preferred especially on the skin areas of the aircraft structures. Nevertheless, 

this alloy is susceptible to corrosion2. Bare aluminum surface are metallurgically 

bonded (rolled onto)  with high-purity aluminum surface layers to high-strength 

aluminum alloy core material, which is called Alclad19. Commonly used 2xxx series 

of aluminum alloy material’s specifications are AMS QQ-A-250/5 and AMS QQ-A-

250/4 , which have pros and cons according to mechanical, corrosion etc. properties. 
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The specifications also contain 2xxx series plate metallic material and sheet metal 

properties and their temper information. Aluminum 2024, T3 material information 

are presented in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Comparison of AMS QQ-A 250/4 and AMS QQ-A 250/5 20,21. 

Specification Info SAE AMS QQ-A 250/4 SAE AMS QQ-A 250/5 

Chemical Composition (wt%) 

Cr (0-0.1), Ti (0-0.15), Ti + Zr(0-0.2), Fe (0-0.5), Si (0-0.5), Zn (0.25),   

Mn (0.3-0.9), Mg(1.2-1.8), Cu (3.8-4.9),  Al balanced. 

Physical Properties 

Density 2.74 g/cm³ 

Melting Point 640 °C 

Thermal Expansion 23.1 x 10-6 /K 

Modulus of Elasticity 73 GPa 

Thermal Conductivity 121 W/m.K 

Electrical Resistivity 30 % IACS 

Mechanical Property for T3 Temper 

Thickness: Over 0.5 up to and including 3.2 mm 

Proof Strength (Min) 290 269 

Tensile Strength (Min) 434 407 

Elongation % (Min) 15 15 

 

Alclad materials alone do not meet all anti-corrosion requirements such as pitting, 

uniform corrosion, intergranular corrosion, galvanic corrosion, crevice corrosion,  

erosion corrosion, stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and biological corrosion that 

causes material failure. 

Pitting corrosion causes cavities or "holes", which is eventuated locally in the 

material. Al 2024-T3 materials have two intermetallic particles on the material 

surface, which are Al-Cu-Mg with Al2CuMg (S Phase) nominal composition and Al-
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Cu-Fe-Mn with (Cu, Mn, Fe)Al6 more complex compositions. Especially Al2CuMg 

nominal composition is mainly related to pitting corrosion of 2024-T3 alloy22. 

Heterogeneity sites of the material contain micro-flaws in the oxide film and causes 

potential differences between the intermetallic particles and the Al matrix. Micro-

flaws in the alloy and existing galvanic couple causes the localized attack and 

increase pitting corrosion of Al 2024-T3 in the chloride environment23. 

Aluminum alloys resist corrosion when the material is exposed to the air or chemical 

attack by forming a passive film on the surface. Passive film on the surface is an 

oxide layer, which is stable in the pH range of 4-9 but the film is dissolved at lower 

and higher pH ranges. Although, the oxide film is still stable, it is not homogenous 

on the surface having weak points in both cases which leads to localized corrosion 

in the breakdown regions which is called uniform corrosion24. 

Intergranular corrosion is also a localized form of corrosion which starts with 

dissolution of S phase (Al2CuMg nominal composition of Al-Cu-Mg) in the grain 

boundary of the material. Dissolution causes copper depleted zone along grain 

boundary and the attack occurs rapidly and results in the loss of strength and 

ductility2. 

Galvanic corrosion is also called dissimilar metal corrosion, which electrical 

potential differences between two dissimilar materials in a conductive solution 

causes to dissolving of more electrically negative material. The open circuit potential 

(OCP) of Al 2024 material is positive (or becomes positive after dealloying) because 

of intermetallic particles, which are Al2CuMg (S-Phase). The pitting of the matrix 

alloy around the intermetallic particles becomes cathode and exposes galvanic 

corrosion25. 

Crevice corrosion is another type of localized corrosion which occurs around 

inaccessible gaps. Electrolyte (e.g., seawater that contains chloride ions) is trapped 

in these gaps and becomes stagnant. Owing to local differences in oxygen causes 

crevice corrosion. This form of corrosion often occurs in confined parts of 
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mechanical or welded assemblies such as under a bolt or around rivet heads, gaskets, 

and lap joints26. 

Erosion corrosion is described as enhancing corrosion rate due to mechanical force.  

The deterioration on the metal surface may be aggravated when an aqueous or 

gaseous corrodent flows over the surface. Velocity, temperature, turbulence, 

presence of suspended solids affects erosion corrosion27.  

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is occured by residual stresses in the material under 

corrosive environment. Residual stresses result from faulty installation or cold 

deformation and forming, welding, heat treatment, machining and grinding during 

manufacturing. Pits on the material surface behaves like stress concentration sites 

and initiates stress corrosion cracking, but only corrosive environment cannot start 

stress corrosion cracking in the absence of stress28. 

Metabolic activities of microorganisms on the material surface cause anodic and 

cathodic reactions with creating electrolytic cells on the metal surface. Biological 

corrosion is resulted from presence of the microorganisms29. 

2.2 Anodization 

Aircraft structures absolutely requires surface treatment to prevent corrosion against 

harsh environments. The surface treatments consist pre-treatment and adhesive 

bonding process. Anodization is carried out during pre-treatment stage to provide 

self-ordered and nano porous oxide layer which conforms with the second stage in 

which adhesive bonding process is performed. The second stage consists primer and 

topcoat application (if necessary) to provide increasing corrosion resistance, good 

tensile strength and durability in harsh environmental conditions and visual 

aesthetics and other specialized functions such as low observability4. 

Anodizing process are often categorized according to acid type used during process. 

Hexavalent (IV) chromium-based coating can be classified as chromate conversion 
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coating (CCC), where is used to need electrical conductivity and chromic acid 

anodizing (CAA), which have been widely used processes in aerospace, providing 

protective anodic oxide films for more than six decades. CAA and CCC have many 

advantages such as self-healing due to chromate ions, high adhesion with aluminum 

materials, compatibility to paints, and primers, and economically reasonable5. 

2.2.1 Hexavalent (IV) Based Anodizing  

As discussed, earlier CAA is commonly used surface treatment in aerospace industry 

CAA consists three major steps: surface preparation, anodizing and post process. 

Degreasing and pickling (or etching) are done during surface preparation and 

between each step, the surfaces are rinsed with water properly. Then anodizing is 

done and finally post process are performed according to the final part requirements 

including primer and topcoat, which both are currently relying on Cr (VI)-based 

chemicals30.  

The first step is degreasing which removes oils, grease, and contamination coming 

from aluminum sheet manufacturing steps. Preliminary cleaning step is necessary to 

assure following steps. Next step is chemically removing of the modified surface 

layer by pickling (also called etching). Pickling can be operated in acidic or alkaline 

solutions. The acidic solutions are composed of mixtures of chromic and sulfuric 

acids (CSA) typically31. Pickling process has two types which are Forest Products 

Laboratory (FPL) and the CSA. FPL was developed in the U.S which is introduced 

immersing the substrate in sodium dichromate (Na2Cr2O7) and sulfuric acid solution 

for 9–15 min at 65 °C. CSA is the European version of pickling process which uses 

lower concentrations of either chromium trioxide (CrO3) or sodium dichromate 

(Na2Cr2O7) with sulfuric acid for 30 min at 60 °C32.  

Both pickling processes follow two step reaction mechanism which the first step, 

hexavalent chromium catalyzes the oxidation of aluminum to alumina (Al2O3), 
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second step is dissolution of alumina in sulfuric acid following equation (1) and (2) 

respectively.  

2Al+ 4H2SO4+ Na2Cr2O7 ↔Al2O3 + Na2SO4 +Cr2(SO4)3 + 4H2O                        (1) 

Al2O3 + 3H2SO4 ↔Al2(SO4)3 + 3H2O                                                                    (2) 

Second step of the reaction is slower than the first one and at the end of the reaction, 

thin oxide layer is produced (represents with red line in Figure 2.1) which composed 

of alumina (Al2O3) and some minor concentrations (~0.5%) of S and Cr impurities33. 

Figure 2.1. Currently used Cr-based pre-treatment in aerospace industry31. 

In the anodizing process, aluminum substrate to be treated is used as anode and Al 

or stainless steel is used as cathode. Electrons are withdrawn from the aluminum 

anode which cause the oxidation of aluminum atoms to aluminum cations (Al3+) at 

the metal/oxide interface when the anode and the cathode are connected to the 

positive and negative terminal of DC power supply, respectively. Applied anodizing 

voltage on the anodic cell comes across a resistance by the existing oxide film which 

leads to a potential drop over the metal/electrolyte interface. Potential drop results in 

increasing electric field which enables oxide growth by ionic migration through the 

oxide34. The anode breaks down and forms negatively charged O-2 and OH– anions 

when aluminum is anodized in an aqueous electrolyte and adsorbed water. These 

anions flow towards the positively charged anodic substrate and the reactions 

between Al+3 and O–2 leads to the formation of alumina, Al2O3
31,35. The anodizing 

carries through barrier and porous-type oxide morphology, but porous film is needed 

for adhesive bonding process. 
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Since the 1960s, CAA has been utilized to create a thicker physical barrier between 

the metal and its surroundings. When the anodic oxide is soluble in the anodizing 

electrolyte, a porous anodic oxide layer is formed. In Europe, 40/50 V Bengough-

Stuart process was adapted that using chromic acid (CrO3) as an anodizing 

electrolyte. 40/50 V Bengough-Stuart process is described as a gradually increased 

voltage process briefly. Result in the increasing voltage in the cell produces 3–4 μm 

thick oxide layers on AA2024-T3 (bare and clad)36. 

Another hexavalent (IV) chromium-based coating is chemical conversion coating 

(CCC), which surface of metals are pre-treated both oxide and phosphate or 

chromate-based chemicals. The coating is used with organic coatings(primer) as a 

base. Also, CCC can be used without organic coating application when it works 

under light service conditions30. CCC type coating is used, where to need reflectivity, 

appearance, absorption, and especially, electrical resistivity and surface hardness37.  

During manufacturing operations, several hours up to several months can pass 

between pre-treatment and bonding operations which results in susceptible to 

damage, contaminations, and environmental degradation of the freshly prepared 

oxide38. The susceptibility is prevented by the application of a primer because 

surface activity is maximum after the pretreatment. Primer seals the oxide 

immediately when it is applied within two hours. Primers are described as diluted 

polymeric coatings which create a physical barrier between the pretreated surface 

and its surrounding. Primers provides chemical interaction with adhesives. So; 

primers have two contributing mechanisms; First one is to improve surface wetting 

and second one is establishing stronger chemical interactions with adhesives39. 

Improving surface wetting is provided by filling the pores completely. Coupling 

agents in primers provide chemical interactions with adhesives and promotes 

bonding the inorganic-organic interface. Coupling agents are introduced as 

bifunctional adhesion promoter which have the organic end groups (such as methoxy 

(CH3O–), ethoxy (CH3CH2O–) or hydroxyl (HO–) attach to a metallic central atom31. 

Organosilanes are coupling agents and their organic end groups can adsorb metal 

oxide surface via hydrogen bonds which result in forming metallosiloxane bonds 
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(Al–O–Si) with the surface oxide and remaining silanol groups condense and forms 

Si–O–Si network upon curing40. Durability of hydrolyzed Al-O-Si bonds depends on 

cross-linking of the Si–O–Si bonds which affects hydrophobicity of the covering 

siloxane film. Hence, chemical composition and oxide film works compatible.  

Franquet et al.41 reported pre-treatment process highly affect silane film uniformity 

and thickness. Surface pre-treatment is needed due to increasing amount of surface 

hydroxyl groups if silanes are applied.  

2.3 Cr(VI)- Free Anodizing Processes 

2.3.1 Phosphoric Acid Anodizing (PAA) 

As a first commercial alternative, phosphoric acid anodizing was introduced by 

Boeing in 1975. The solution for PAA consists 10 wt % phosphoric acid and 

anodizing occurs under applied constant voltage of 10-15 V for 25 min at 21-24 °C. 

The PAA oxide layer is more porous and thinner (0.5 to 2 μm) than the CAA film3. 

The film is non-hydrated AlPO4 which provides higher resistivity against humidity 

and hot water sealing as well, which provides effective environmental stability 

during service42. 

The PAA process is not as good as CAA process because non compatible with 

chromate contained primers. Cr(VI)-based pigments inhibitors are more effective 

than the Cr(VI)-free alternatives, which is still in progress to obtain green inhibitor 

based on inorganic species (such as molybdates)36. 

2.3.2 Mixed Electrolytes Anodizing 

Another most popular anodizing electrolyte is sulfuric acid which provides thicker 

and denser sulfuric acid anodizing (SAA) layer compared to PAA layer. SAA 

protective layer provides corrosion and wear resistance, even though poor adhesion. 

This limitation can be overcome with mixture of sulfuric acid and more aggressive 
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phosphoric acid in the anodizing bath, thus produced intermediate oxide structure 

occurs in morphological dimensions comparable to CAA31. The process, which is 

called phosphoric-sulfuric acid anodizing (PSA) was patented by Kock et al43. 

The first PSA process was described as equal amounts of sulfuric and phosphoric 

acids (100 g/L). This process leads phosphates on the outer layer of the oxide which 

provides additional resistance against hydration like PAA process44. Recent 

researches introduced new process parameters such as different amounts of 

phosphoric and sulfuric acids, temperature, and time periods to obtain optimal PSA 

conditions45. 

One of the mixed electrolyte anodizing is tartaric and sulfuric acid anodizing (TSA) 

which have already been reported by Kape46 in the 1960s.  The process cannot offer 

good permeation of adhesives into the oxide layer due to relatively low porosity in 

the final film. Hence, common applications of TSA process are limited to 

nonstructural applications. Curioni et al.47 has been reported the role of tartaric acid 

as reducing the current density which causes decreasing oxide growth rate thereby 

the film thickness is lower than SAA at final. Contrary of lower film thickness, 

corrosion resistance is improved which can be explained with “buffering effect”. 

Buffering effect can be described as remnants tartrate ions in the oxide. During TSA, 

tartaric acid and aluminum cations reacts with each other, then produce aluminum 

tartrate which have relatively low water solubility despite its high solubility in the 

acidic anodizing solution. During subsequent rinsing, relatively large amounts of 

aluminum tartrate precipitate at the pore walls due to the rapidly increased pH. 

Therefore, aluminum tartrate re-dissolves and produces a local buffer layer when the 

oxide is exposed under corrosive environment. Thus, the local buffer layer provides 

to limit susceptibility of localized corrosion. The corrosion resistance of TSA films 

can be improved by the addition of molybdate salts into the anodizing bath  and by 

hot water sealing46. 
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2.3.3 Two Step Anodizing 

The better corrosion resistance and adhesion capabilities, a new type of processes 

was described which is TSA application after PSA resulting in a double oxide layer. 

(1) Another alternative process of CAA, the boric-sulfuric acid anodizing (BSA) was 

patented by Boeing as a similar process. (2) Considered to CAA, more uniform 

hexagonal arrangement and finer pores and compared to the SAA, resembled oxide 

structure is obtained48. Zhang et al.1 reported that BSA process improves bonding 

and durability of structures when phosphoric acid is used as an  anodizing electrolyte. 

However, boric acid is also known as hazardous for both environment and human 

health. Therefore, it may not be applicable in the future. 

2.4 Sol-Gel Derived Film Coatings 

As an environmentally friendly alternative of CAA, sol-gel derived coatings can be 

a good candidate due to its low processing temperature, application easiness and 

being waste free technologies. Thermal volatilization and degradation of entrapped 

species such as organic inhibitors are reduced when the process temperature is kept 

low. Liquid precursors make it easier to coat complicated shapes. Having low 

impurities in the final product provides waste free green coating technology 49. 

The sol-gel process involves conversion of monomers in the precursor into colloidal 

media (sol) and integration of monomers as network (gel)50. Sol-gel synthesis has 

four main steps which are hydrolysis-condensation of the precursor, growth of the 

particles, gelation and drying, respectively. Reaction is initiated by hydrolysis and 

both hydrolysis and condensation reactions occur simultaneously. Reaction 

generation are affected by initial reaction conditions such as temperature, molar 

ratios of reactants, pH, solvent composition etc.51. 

Sol-gel coatings can be prepared inorganically or organically. Evaluation of network 

in inorganic coating is provided by the formation of a colloidal suspension (generally 
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oxides), while organic coatings’ monomers are metal or metalloid alkoxide 

precursors M(OR)n which M is a network forming agent such as Si, Ti, Al, Zr etc.52. 

Corrosion resistance layer of inorganic sol-gel coating protects the metal substrate 

considerably although good properties of coating cannot achieve without cracking at 

low temperature because of brittle and thicker (>1µm) film properties53. Chou et al.54 

reported organic-inorganic hybrid sol-gel coatings to overcome the limitation of pure 

inorganic sol–gel coatings such as brittleness and high temperature requirement. 

Hybrid sol–gel coatings have been popular due to admitting both properties of 

inorganically and organically prepared sol-gel coatings. Inorganic side of coatings 

provide thicker coating layer without cracking at lower temperature (usually < 100 
◦C), while organic side of the coatings can perform easily compatible with 

anticorrosion additive such as inhibitors and pigments38,52. 

Synthesizing OIH materials by sol–gel processes have been firstly reported by 

Schmidt 55 and Wilkes56 since then siloxane based coatings for metal substrates have 

become rapidly an interest area in the last few decades due to their low cost and low 

environmental impact. Sol-gel involves both hydrolysis and condensation reactions 

which is the formation of an oxide network by a two-step process. The first step is 

hydrolysis that is followed by condensation simultaneously. During these steps, Si-

OH bonds are formed and forming Si–OH group condenses with other Si–OH or Si–

OR groups to form Si–O–Si (siloxane) bonds, respectively. Formed Si-OH bonds are 

not stable and tend to react with other species. During the formed Si–O–Si bonds, 

alcohol is released and provides to form a homogeneous, three-dimensional 

network57. 

Si (OR)4 + H2O  Si (OH)4     (Hydrolysis)                            (3) 

Si-OR + HO-Si  Si-OH-Si + ROH                                        (4) 

Si-OH + HO-Si  Si-O-Si + H2O                                            (5) 

Si-OR + RO-Si  Si-O-Si + R2O  (Condensation )                 (6) 
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Accelerating the hydrolysis step of sol-gel process, acid or base catalyst are used. 

Jackie Ying et al.58 have reported the effect of acid and base catalysts occur 

nucleophilic substitution of  whereas H2O and OH-, respectively. Therefore, linear 

polymer structure is obtained in acidic conditions in which hydrolysis step occurs 

much more rapid than condensation. Whereas highly branched network with a ring 

structure is obtained under basic conditions in which condensation is accelerated as 

compared to hydrolysis. The reaction mechanism of both acidic and basic catalysts 

is shown in Figure 2.2 (a) and (b). 

Figure 2.2. The reaction mechanism of a) acidic and b) basic conditions59.  

Final sol-gel product is mostly related to solvent type, stoichiometric amount of 

water added, reaction temperature and pH, where sol-gel needs to be controlled 

because of  the nature of metal alkoxide59.  

The researchers have been focused on TEOS derived coatings and GPTMS based 

hybrid coatings for aluminum 2024 substrates in the last few years. TEOS sol-gel 

precursors are expensive and toxic to some extent despite providing better corrosion 

protection8. 
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2.4.1 3-Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) Sol-Gel Film 

Chemical structure of GPTMS is shown in Figure 2.3. It is widely used organically 

modified alkoxides to synthesize hybrid organic–inorganic materials. The 

applications have been reported in many different fields such as anti-scratch 

coatings, solid electrolytes, protective layers on organic polymers, anticorrosion 

coatings and restoration materials60. 

Figure 2.3. Chemical Structure of GPTMS8. 

GPTMS has a complex chemistry in which hydrolysis and condensation reactions 

occur simultaneously during the transition to sol-gel. In addition, making complete 

control of the whole process is hard to achieve due to occurred side reactions. 

Moreover, some changes in the chemistry of the precursor sol cause hybrid materials 

to have different properties and structures61.  

GPTMS has the epoxy-ring at the end of the propyl-chain that opens and allow to 

formation of a poly(ethylene oxide) chain under particular conditions, such as photo 

or thermal, basic or acidic catalysts62. After opening of the epoxy ring, the organic 

polymerization simultaneously occurs with the formation of the inorganic network. 

Large variety of possible reaction pathways and side reactions are possible with 

opened epoxy-ring. It may form both glycol units by hydrolytic ring opening and 

polyethylene oxide chains (PEO) of different lengths by polymerization63.  

Ingita Tiwari et al.12 have reported possible side reactions of GPTMS sol-gel under 

highly basic conditions. They demonstrated the side reactions with NMR 

spectroscopy after epoxy opening which obtain the formation of different chemical 
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species: polyaddition reactions to form polyether chains, diols, dioxane rings by 

reaction of opened epoxies, formation of terminal methyl ether. Possible side 

reactions are shown in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.4. Possible side reactions of GPTMS sol-gel reaction12. 

Bouzid Menaa  et al.64 have achieved self-order, long-range organization in GPTMS 

sol-gel under extreme basic conditions. They proved that, increasing basicity 

provides the dioxane formation to link two GPTMS molecules and enhances the 

tendency of bridged polysilsesquioxane species. GPTMS sol-gel reaction under 

extreme basic conditions g are shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. GPTMS sol-gel reaction pathway under extreme basic condition64. 

There is a relation between formation of the inorganic network and organic chain 

length due to forming upon opening of the epoxides. For instance, final material 

tends to form only oligo-species when organic moieties do not have enough time to 

fully polymerize due to quick forming inorganic backbone. Therefore, the properties 

of final material are highly related to the capability of controlling the organic and 

inorganic reactions.  

Firstly, Gabrielli et al.65 have demonstrated GPTMS reactivity against different pH 

conditions with NMR spectroscopy. Accordingly, formation of silanols and 

condensation are occurred immediately, then the epoxide rings are hydrolyzed and 

formed corresponding diols. This results in limiting the attack by the title nucleophile 

due to corresponding diol being the prevalent reaction and reaction needs more time 

to completion under highly acidic conditions (pH=2). Hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions are very slow at neutral pH conditions (pH=7). Hydrolysis is slow and 
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condensation reactions occur partially. Thus, opening of the epoxide rings does not 

occur because dominant process is the precipitation under basic conditions (pH=11).  

Carboni et al.66 have reported GPTMS reactivity according to the process time in 

different pH conditions emphasizing on the surface properties.  The study suggests 

that lower pH conditions make surface more hydrophilic with increasing aging times. 

Accordingly, highly basic conditions (pH=14) allow to deposit controlled 

hydrophilicity. The film surface is affected by tailoring of sol aging and pH which 

depends on relative amount epoxides and silanols. They have also reported that 

higher condensation of silica network and opening of epoxide are enhanced with 

longer aging time which causes to decrease contact angles. 

2.4.2 Amino Functionalized Curing Agents 

Several chemical structures are obtained depending on the reactivity induced by 

different chemical surroundings due to the presence of epoxy-ring at the end of the 

propyl-chain. For example, fabricated a wide class of thermosetting organics or as 

coupling agents to covalently bind organic and inorganic networks are obtained with 

the reaction between the GPMTS epoxy-ring and amines which are called curing 

agents13. 

One of the used curing agents or nanofillers are silsesquioxane which is described 

the empirical formula RSiO1.5 where R is hydrogen or any alkyl, alkylene, aryl, 

arylene, or organofunctional derivative of alkyl, alkylene, aryl, or arylene groups.  

Depending on the structure and functional groups of silsesquioxanes, properties of 

final materials change. Mostly synthesized silsesquioxane structures can be 

classified as random, ladder, cage, and partial cage67, as shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6. Structures of silsesquioxanes67.  

POSS is a fascinating molecule due to improving flammability resistance, surface 

hardness, mechanical characteristics, and oxidation resistance of polymers. Those 

nanofillers (size 1–3 nm) of the class of inorganic–organic materials are widely used 

to modify properties of many polymeric materials like thermoplastics, thermosets, 

and hardened polymers68. POSS have a cage structure and their empirical formula 
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can be described as (RSiO1.5)n, where R is an organic group. Depending on R group 

of the corner of the POSS, different substituents lead to adjustable performance 

which can be polar - non-polar or reactive-non-reactive69. Functional groups of 

POSS molecules can be compatible or miscible with monomers and polymers. They 

help to provide molecular dispersion in the resulting polymer bonding covalently 

with other monomers during the copolymerization or grafting onto the polymer chain 

or network. POSS content in nanocomposites or hybrid polymers enhances thermal 

and mechanical properties of final material70,71.  

On the other hand, amine compounds tend to react with the epoxy ring under 

catalyzed conditions62. GPTMS has been studied as several amines for various 

systems such as diethylenetriamine and triethylenetetraamine, 

tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA), α,ω-aminopropyl polydimethylsiloxane oligomer, 

ethanolamine and dimethylbenzylamine72. POSS molecules are functionalized with 

various alkyl or organic groups due to regularity of their structures73. POSS materials 

are enable to modification of thermoplastics, acrylates, polyolefins, polyurethanes, 

and epoxy-amine systems which have been proven to positively affect modulus of 

the materials, viscosity, melt flow, permeability, color and chemical resistance68.  

Amino functionalized POSS is used as an amine bearing compound to cure GPTMS, 

because hydrophilic amino side of POSS tends to react to opened epoxy ring of 

GPTMS. This tendency provides alkoxysilyl functionality and leads to further cross-

linking of the polymer network. The usage of amino functionalized POSS also 

provides good anticorrosion properties, self-healing property and obtaining good 

mechanical properties74. The addition type of reaction between an epoxy and an 

amine group is shown in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 with using a two-steps reaction 

pathway. 
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Figure 2.7. Epoxy ring opening reaction with primary amine72. 

The expressed k1 reaction rate is higher than k2 reaction velocity because epoxy rings 

are opened by a primary amine and they form a diol and a secondary amine contained 

compounds. 

Figure 2.8. Epoxy ring opening reaction with hydrogen and secondary amine72. 

k2 has a lower reaction rate due to slower reaction between the hydrogen and the 

secondary amine. 

Organic substituents of POSS molecules shall be carefully selected due to influence 

on solubility and compatibility with a polymeric environment. Polar groups (–NCO,  

AcO–, –SH, –CN, –NH2)  provides reactivity and solubility while isobutyl, isopropyl 

etc. groups as a branched aliphatic substituents improve the hydrophobic property74. 
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CHAPTER 3  

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3.1 Materials  

Surface pre-treatment chemicals, GPTMS, amino-functionalized POSS were used 

without further purification. Materials used and their chemical information are 

presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Materials used and their chemical information. 

Materials and Chemicals Company 

Aluminum 2024, T3, QQ-A-250/4 Weight percent 

composition: Cr (0-0.1), Ti (0-0.15),  Ti + Zr (0-0.2),           

Fe (0-0.5), Si (0-0.5), Zn (0.25),   Mn (0.3-0.9), Mg(1.2-1.8),   

Cu (3.8-4.9), Al balanced. 

Sigma 

Aerospace 

Metals Inc. 

3-Glycidyloxypropyl-trimethoxysilane 

(GPTMS; 98% purity) 

Sigma-Aldrich 

Inc. 

Aminopropyl-Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxane 

(Amino functionalized POSS, T10 Amino functionalized 

POSS, 50 % modified with C12 hydrophobic groups, and 50 

% free amine and 50 % amide) 

 

Funzionano AS 

 

Bonderite C-AK4215 NC-LT AERO  

Henkel Adhesive 

Technology Bonderite C-IC Smut Go NC 
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Table 3.1 (Cont’d.) 

Methyl-Ethyl Ketone (MEK), Sodium Hydroxide powder 

(NaOH, 97%), Sodium Sulfide (Na2S), Triethanolamine 

(TEA,99.5%), Nitric Acid(HNO3,70%), 

Ethanol (EtOH, 96%) 

 

Sigma-Aldrich 

Inc. 

Adhesion test tape (1 inch width) 3M Company 

3.2 Sample Preparation 

Aluminum alloy sheets were cut with the following dimensions 500 x 500 x 1.020 

mm for corrosion tests, 35 x 10 x 1.020 mm for contact angle measurements and      

60 x 50 x 2.03 mm for thermo-mechanical analysis (TMA) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The cut samples were masked on one side not to lose electrical 

conductivity by using liquid and Teflon maskants. The surfaces of the aluminum 

samples were cleaned with MEK to remove grease, oil by hand cleaning technique 

with a gauze, and alkaline cleaning was completed with Bonderite C-AK4215        

NC-LT AERO chemical with immersion technique for 6 min. Then, alkaline etching 

was applied (mixture of different concentrations of 125 g/L of NaOH, 11 g/L of Na2S 

and 30 g/L of TEA chemicals) for 1 min. Acid pickling, mixture of Bonderite C-IC 

Smut Go NC and 50 g/L of nitric acid was applied with an immersion technique for 

5 min accordingly to remove the oxide layer and intermetallic particles on the metal 

surface. Samples were rinsed with deionized water between all steps throughout the 

changing time range in 3 and 6 min. Cleaned surface was dried at 80 oC and 1 h in a 

drying oven after final rinsing to provide better adhesion with the coating. Sample 

surface preparation is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1. Pre-penetrant etch process of aluminum samples. 

3.3 Preparation of Hybrid Sol-Gel Film Coating 

Amino-POSS was received as powder form and used as a curing agent of 

polymerization. A 10 g of POSS was dissolved in EtOH:Water (volumetric percent 

of 95:5 mL) and mechanically stirred throughout a day at 70 oC. Amino 

functionalized POSS structure is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2. Amino functionalized POSS structure. 

Hybrid silica sol was prepared under extreme basic conditions (pH:14) at room 

temperature by mixing of GPTMS in EtOH:Water media. The mixture of 2 mL of 
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GPTMS in EtOH:Water (volumetric percent of 95:5 mL) was sonicated through 30 

min, with 400 W. Then 1 mL of 2 M (0.16 g of NaOH and 102.22 mmol of H2O) 

NaOH was added to 100 mL of solution to catalyze the hydrolysis and the 

condensation reactions. After addition of catalyst, mixture was stirred mechanically 

15 min at room temperature and the amino functionalized POSS was added and 

stirred mechanically 15 min more in a molar ratio of GPTMS:POSS = 1:0.2, 1:0.4 

and 1:0.6 which were chosen because one GPTMS molecule has active species for 

every active H atom in NH2 groups in amino functionalized POSS after the 

hydrolysis and the condensation reactions. All reactions were named and used data 

were given below Table 3.2 for every samples. SP00 sample was prepared for 

comparison purposes to understand the effect of amino functionalized POSS 

addition. 

Table 3.2. Name of samples and description of sample preparation routes. 

Sample Name Descriptions 

SP00 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL DI Water : 95 mL EtOH + 1 mL 

NaOH 

SP10 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL DI Water : 95 mL EtOH+ 1 mL 

NaOH + 0.2 mol Amino functionalized POSS 

SP20 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL DI Water : 95 mL EtOH+ 1 mL 

NaOH + 0.4 mol Amino functionalized POSS 

SP30 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL DI Water : 95 mL EtOH+ 1 mL 

NaOH+0.6 mol Amino functionalized POSS 

 

Prepared solutions were aged for 1, 3, and 6 days to obtain high reaction efficiency. 

The degree of ring opening, hydrolysis and the condensation reactions were 

determined with FTIR measurements.  
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3.4 Coating and Curing Process 

Aluminum samples, (prepared and cleaned) in nominal dimensions of                          

500 x 500 x 1.020 mm, 35 x 10 x 1.020 mm, and 60 x 50 x 2.03 mm were coated 

with immersion coating technique for 4 min at room temperature. Preparation of 

samples for coating and coating procedure are shown schematically in Figure 3.3. 

After coating, samples were kept 1 h at room temperature before curing process. 

Curing was carried out with a heating rate of 5 o/min, at 120 oC. After holding 1 h at 

120 oC, samples were cooled down to room temperature naturally in the cure oven. 

No vacuum was applied during the process. Cure cycle diagram is shown Figure 3.4. 

The corresponding data is tabulated in Table 3.3. 

Figure 3.3. Preparation of coating and coating of samples. 
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Figure 3.4. Cure cycle diagram. 

Table 3.3. Cure cycle parameters. 

Characteristics Units Requirements 

Heat-up Rate oC/min 2-5 

Cure Temperature oC 120 +/-5o 

Cure Duration min 60-(-0/+30) 

Cool-down Rate oC/min 5-7 

 

After the curing process, the name of the samples and their descriptions are presented 

in Table 3.4. SP000 sample was prepared for reference. 

Table 3.4. Description of sample after curing. 

Sample Name Descriptions 

SP000 Al samples were immersed into prepared 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL 

DI Water : 95 mL EtOH + 1 mL NaOH coating for 4 min and 

cured according to Figure 3.1 
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Table 3.4 (Cont’d) 

SP101 Al samples were immersed into prepared 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL 

DI Water : 95 mL EtOH+1 mL NaOH + 0.2 mol Amino 

functionalized POSS coating for 4 min and cured according to 

Figure 3.1 

SP201 Al samples were immersed into prepared 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL 

DI Water : 95 mL EtOH+1 mL NaOH + 0.4 mol Amino 

functionalized POSS coating for 4 min and cured according to 

Figure 3.1 

SP301 Al samples were immersed into prepared 2 mL GPTMS : 5 mL 

DI Water : 95 mL EtOH+1 mL NaOH +0.6 mol Amino 

functionalized POSS coating for 4 min and cured according to 

Figure 3.1 

 

Behaviors of aircraft working environmental conditions of the coated samples 

against temperature were tested by differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), and 

thermomechanical analysis (TMA) measurements. Adhesion test and 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were completed to determine non-

coated area on the surface and corrosion resistance of coating, respectively.  

Surface topology of coated surface, hydrophobic properties of the coated surface, 

roughness, and thickness of coating were viewed and measured by using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), contact angle (Goniometer) measurements, surface 

roughness tester, and ball-ball micrometer, respectively.  
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3.5 Characterization Technique 

3.5.1 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) transmission spectra of synthesized SP00, 

SP10, SP20, and SP30 were measured by Perkin Elmer Frontier instrument. Scans 

were completed on KBr pellet in the range of wavelength of 600 to 4000 cm−1 which 

were based on 16 runs through 1, 3, and 6 days. Polymerization of the coated and 

cured samples were measured with FTIR- Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) 

apparatus in the range of 600 – 4000 cm−1 with a resolution of 1 cm-1. The coated 

surface was torqued 90 N.m with diamond bit apparatus of ATR during 

measurements. A linear baseline was fitted to the IR spectra then normalized to 

signal intensity. 

3.5.2 Differential Scanning Calorimeter Measurement 

Cure cycle of SP00, SP10, SP20, and SP30 samples was simulated by using 

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measurements, according to EN6041 

standard. A 10 mg of coating samples in liquid form was put in hermetic close pan 

and heated from 20 oC to 130 oC at 5 oC/min heating rate.  

DSC measurements of the samples cured for coating were completed by using 

hermetic open pan according to EN6064 standard. A 10 mg cured powder samples 

SP000, SP101, SP201, and SP301 were cooled until -50 oC under nitrogen gas. 

Samples were heated from -50 oC to 130 oC  at 10 oC/min heating rate.                       

Both experiments were realized with TA Instrument device and the results were 

analyzed by TA Universal Analysis program. 
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3.5.3 Adhesion Test 

Aluminum samples with nominal dimensions of 500 x 500 x 1.020 mm were crosscut 

according to NEN-EN-ISO 2409 standard. The shape of crosscut was consisted of 6 

square grids with nominal dimensions of 2 x 2 mm. A 25.4 mm width of adhesive 

test tape was pasted on the crosscut samples by a roller. Then, the tape was pulled 

with 60o angle, and whether the non-coated places on squares were checked. 

Crosscut and pulling procedure of the test are shown in Figure 3.5. This test results 

were evaluated according to NEN-EN-ISO 2409-Class 0. 

Figure 3.5. Application procedure of adhesion test. 

Surface images of the adhesion test applied samples were taken by HUVITZ optical 

microscopy to view detached squares on the grid. 

3.5.4 Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA) 

Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) measurements were completed by using TA 

Instrument Discovery Series TMA 450 EM Device. 60 x 50 x 2.03 mm aluminum 

samples were cooled down -50 oC by nitrogen and heated to 130 oC.  Coefficient of 

thermal expansion of the samples were measured according to ASTM E 831 

standard. Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) was calculated using Eq.1.  
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α =
∆

∗∆  
         (Eq.1) 

α: Coefficient of thermal expansion 

ΔL: Fractional change in length 

ΔT: Fractional change in temperature 

3.5.5 Contact Angle Measurements 

Contact angle measurements were completed by using Attension Measurement 

Device. Measurements were carried out as three runs and 60 x 50 x 1.020 mm 

aluminum samples were used which contact angle of samples were measured 

according to ASTM D7334 standard. 

3.5.6 Surface Morphology Analysis  

After coating and curing process, samples surfaces were examined by using a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6400 Electron microscope, equipped with 

NORAN System 6 X-Ray Microanalysis System & Semofore Digitizer). Before 

SEM examinations sample surfaces were coated with a thin layer of a gold- 

palladium alloy by a sputtering with Hummle VII Sputter Coating Device (Anatech). 

The spot size was changed between 3.5 or 5 while operation voltage was adjusted 10 

kV during imaging depending on the sample conditions.  

3.5.7 Thickness and Roughness Measurements 

Roughness of as supplied aluminum sample cleaned aluminum sample and coated 

samples (SP000, SP101, SP201, and SP301) were measured by Mitutoyo SJ-210 

roughness measurement device according to ASME B46.1 standard. Device probe 

was set with known roughness value plate which is 178-601 Mitutoyo plate is        
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2.97 Ra then measurements were completed 3 different points and values were 

averaged. Descriptions of aluminum reference samples are tabulated in Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5. Descriptions of aluminum reference samples. 

Sample Name Descriptions 

AL000 Al 2024, T3 samples was cleaned with MEK 

ALY00 Al 2024, T3 samples was cleaned with MEK as hand cleaning 

then alkaline cleaning, alkaline etching and acid pickling were 

applied respectively. 

ALC00 Al 2024, T3 samples was cleaned with MEK as hand cleaning 

then alkaline cleaning, alkaline etching and acid pickling were 

applied respectively. Then, chemical conversion coating was 

performed. 

 

Thickness measurements of the coated samples were completed with ball-ball 

micrometer. The measurements were taken at 5 different points on the 500 x 500 x 

1.020 mm substrates as shown in Figure 3.6. The data points were determined by 

taking the mean average of 5 measurements. 

Figure 3.6. Thickness measurement of the coated samples. 
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3.5.8 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Measurements 

Tafel curves were tested with linear polarization and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) study. The EIS test was performed at in the range ± 10 mV, by 

scanning the frequencies of 100 kHz – 20 mHz. Tafel curves were plotted in the 

range of ± 0.25V and with a 10 mV/min velocity. Linear polarization (LP) was 

achieved in the range ± 0.03V at 10 mV/min velocity. Experiment parameters and 

conditions are presented in Table 3.6 and circuit models of coated and non-coated 

surface are illustrated in Figure 3.7. 

Table 3.6. Experiment conditions of EIS measurements. 

Plot Experiment Conditions 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) ± 10 mV vs. OCV 

100 kHz – 20 mHz 

Tafel Extrapolation (TP) 

 

Linear Polarization Resistance (LPR) 

±0.25 V vs. OCV 

10 mV/min 

±0.03 V vs. OCV 
10 mV/min 

Experiment 
1. EIS – 1 h OCV – EIS – (10 min OCV, TP) per ASTM G59 
2. EIS – 55 min OCV – (1 min 0.03 V, LPR) per ASTM G59 

 

Figure 3.7. Equivalent circuit models of non-coated and coated samples. 
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 All studies have been done at open circuit potential. Two electrochemical corrosion 

experiments were planned. In the first experiment, first EIS measurements were 

completed with explained above conditions and then the system was kept reaching 

open circuit potential (OCP) through 55 min. In the second EIS measurements, the 

system reached open circuit potential and then Tafel measurements were completed. 

In the second experiment, the same procedure has been applied which the system 

was kept reaching OCP through 55 min. After the measurements, linear polarization 

measurements were done as a last step, then the corrosion study continue for 48 h. 

Measured data were evaluated, and the curves were plotted with using below 

equations. 

iCORR =
 

   . (  )
         (Eq.2) 

ΔE/Δi = slope of the polarization resistance plot (μA) 

βaβc = anodic and cathodic Tafel constants (mV) 

Corrosion Rate(mpy) =
.  ( . )

 
       (Eq.3) 

E.W = equivalent weight of the corroding species (g) 

d = density of the corroding species (g/cm2) 

ICORR = corrosion current density (μA/ cm2) 

 The relation of oxidation and reduction current was considered with using the Eq.4 

iMEAS = iRED – iOX = 0        (Eq.4) 

 
The mixed potential theory was evaluated theoretically below a brief description of 

the derivation75. The non-corroding system had Z and Z+ for example, Z was copper 

electrode placed into Cu2+ solution. The reaction below at equilibrium. 

Z+ + e- ↔ Z 

iR,Z = iO,Z = iEX         (Eq. 5) 
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iR,Z = current for reduction of Z+ 

iO,Z = current for oxidation of Z 

iEX = the exchange current 

The oxidation and reduction currents were calculated with Eq.6 and Eq.7, which 

presence of external voltage source: 

iR,Z = iEX.𝑒
 

         (Eq.6) 

iO,Z = iEX 𝑒 "         (Eq.7) 

η = overvoltage, the difference between the externally applied potential on the 

specimen and the corrosion potential,  

η =EAPP - ECORR 

β’ and β” = constants 

Taking the log of (Eq.5) and (Eq.6), which is described as Tafel equations76, and 

solving for η yields: 

where βc = 2.3β’ and βa = 2.3β” 
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CHAPTER 4  

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSON 

4.1 Aging of GPTMS Sol-Gel Film 

The epoxy ring opening of GPTMS hybrid polymer sol-gel reactions were carried 

out under extreme basic conditions at 1, 3, and 6 days. SP00 was used as reference 

for  ring opening reactions, all of which were analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy. The 

hydrolysis and  condensation reactions were examined in two different ranges: 3800-

2600 cm-1 and 1800-600 cm-1 as shown in Figures 4.1-A and B. The corresponding 

assigned modes are presented in Table 4.1. The values and the assigned vibration 

modes for each absorption peak were specified using the values given in       

literature77-78. For the qualitative comparison, the spectra of 3800-2600 cm-1 were 

normalized using 2928 cm-1, which is a CH2 antisymmetric stretching band. 

Additionally, the 1275 cm-1 peak, which is a deformation of Si-CH3 bonds, was used 

to normalize the 1800-600 cm-1 range. For the qualitative comparison, the spectra of 

3800-2600 cm-1 were normalized using 2928 cm-1, which is a CH2 antisymmetric 

stretching band. Additionally, the 1275 cm-1 peak, which is a deformation of Si-CH3 

bonds, was used to normalize the 1800-600 cm-1 range. Neither of the specified peaks 

was invariant during polymerization66,79. In the present study, comparison was not 

carried out by increasing or decreasing the intensity of absorbance since 

concentration-dependent graphs may not provide accurate results during the reaction 

time. 
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Figure 4.1. A: FTIR absorption spectra of SP00 in the range of 3800-2600 cm-1, Inset 

spectral range: 3770-3750 cm-1; B: FTIR absorption spectra of SP00 in the range of 

1800-600 cm-1, Inset spectral range: 1250-1160 cm-1.  
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Table 4.1. Detected wavenumber and vibrational modes for reference sample. 

Wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Vibrational Mode References 

3742 νas(Si-OH) in GPTMS 80 

3389 ν (O-H) 77 

2975 νas(C-H) of CH3 in Si-OMe 77 

2928 νas(C-H) of CH2 in GPTMS 77 

2895 νs(C-H2) in GPTMS  

νs(C-H3) of CH3 in Si-OMe 

77 

1650 δ(O-H) 77 

1474 ω(CH3)  in GPTMS 77 

1452 δas(C-H) in GPTMS 77 

1416 δ(O-H) of CH2 in GPTMS 77 

1382 δs(C-H) of CH3 in GPTMS 77 

1332 ω(C-H)  of CH2 in EtOH 77 

1275 τ(C-H)  of C-H in GPTMS 77 

1090 νas (Si-O-Si)  & νas (C-O) 77 

1048 νas (Si-O-Si)  & νs(C-O) 77 

950 νas(C-O-C) in epoxy ring 81 

881 νs(C-C) of CH3 & CH2 Deformation 77 

805 νs(Si-O-Si)  and νas(C-O) 78 

700 δas(C-H) 77 

Stretching vibration; ν, symmetric; s, asymmetric; as, bending; δ, twisting; τ, 

wagging; ω. 

The presence of a broad peak at around 3389 cm-1 indicates O-H stretching vibration 

due to C-OH vibration of opened epoxy ring and Si-OH vibration of the remaining 

silanol groups. The broad region also assigns several overlap species such as water-
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alcohol at ~3200 cm-1 and the characteristic peak of epoxy ring in the                          

3050-2990 cm-1 region82, making it a challenge to follow up the hydrolysis and 

condensation reactions precisely during the aging time and using the broad band.      

In Figure 4.1-A, the expected peak at 3742 cm-1 reveals the remaining residual 

silanol groups on the 6. day of the aging period, indicating the formation of  Si-O-Si 

in the hybrid matrix80. The presence of this formation can be confirmed by the strong 

peaks at 1090 cm-1 and 1048 cm-1, which are poly(dimethylsiloxane) ([(CH3)2SiO]x) 

and T units polysiloxanes [RSiO1.5]x. Organically modified alkoxides form quite 

commonly cyclic structures in highly acidic or highly basic environments, whereas 

cyclic and cage silica species are formed under extreme basic conditions. The cyclic 

species tend to reduce with the completion of the condensation of sol. A cyclic or 

cage structure appears at the peaks of 1036 and 1046 cm-1 66. The presence of a peak 

at 1048 cm-1 for all aging times can also be explained as the presence of a cyclic 

structure due to condensation of sol and polymerization of the matrix. Another 

characteristic peak occurs at 1198 cm-1, which is an asymmetric stretching of             

Si-O-Si in cyclic structures shown in Figure 4.1-B. The presence of the cyclic 

structure is evidently confirmed by the presence of the peak. However, the peak is 

not  enough to explain the non-completion of condensation due to several overlap 

species. In various condensation stages, the bond features such as distance, 

electronegativity, and order pertaining to Si-O in Si-O-Si are different for each 

condensed species. Schmidt has reported83  that when the Si-O bond distance is 

constant, the vibration frequency of an asymmetric Si-O-Si in octamer and 

dodecamer is higher than that of the trimer and tetramer within various oligomers. 

The completion of polymerization in a cyclic or ring configuration species have 

higher dipole moments compared with an octamer or a dodecamer. However, at 1st 

day of aging time, the intensity of absorbance was found to be the highest among all 

aging days. This can be explained as a more dominant trimer and tetramer structure 

of sol. After heat treatment, the formation of Si-O-Si, which can also reveal the 

presence of polymerization, is confirmed according to the disappearance of the peak 

at 3742 cm-1. Moreover, the detection of this peak explained the best aging time of 
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sol to be 6 days. The peak at 950 cm-1 is commonly used for ring opening and epoxy 

functionality in hybrid materials80. The peak was observed during all aging times 

and, upon the addition of amino-functionalized POSS, it was further followed to 

understand the process of reaction completion. By the addition of                             

amino-functionalized POSS in the reaction, the active hydrogen atom in this group 

tended to react with the opened epoxy ring of GPTMS. Contact angle 

(hydrophobicity) is highly related to opened epoxy ring63, and this makes it a crucial 

task to prevent possible side reactions and achieve better reaction efficiency and 

adhesion with aluminum samples to obtain an optimum number of opened epoxy 

rings. Increasing the pH level and the aging time reduces the contact angle and 

improves hydrophobicity66, both of which also support the bonding tendency of 

amino-functionalized POSS molecules. The viscosity of the sols is a function of the 

aging time and increases along it. The hydrolysis, condensation and polymerization 

reactions lead to the alteration of viscosity due to the precursors12. For these reasons, 

the optimum aging day was chosen as 6 days. The FTIR results proved the final 

products of the reactions, as shown in Figure 2.5. Also, the reaction was evaluated 

after the heat treatment of the coating. 

4.2 Aging of GPTMS Amino-Functionalized POSS Reactions 

The amino-functionalized POSS in different amounts was added to the GPTMS      

sol-gel and aged for 1, 3, and 6 days. During the aging time, the reaction between the 

opened epoxy ring of GPTMS and the active hydrogen side of the amino- 

functionalized POSS was investigated, during which no quantitative comparisons 

were carried out based on the concentration-dependent graph.  

For all amounts of the amino-functionalized POSS reactions with GPTMS were 

illustrated at two different regions in the ranges 3800-2600 cm-1 and                         

1800-600 cm-1. For the qualitative comparison, the spectra of 3800-2600 cm-1 were 

normalized using 2928 cm-1, which is a CH2 antisymmetric stretching band due to 

invariance during polymerization66. The above spectra were evaluated based on         
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1, 3, and 6 days of aging. The 3800-2600 cm-1 range is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

detected peaks are presented in Table 4.2.  

Figure 4.2. FTIR absorption spectra of SP10, SP20, and SP30 taken after 1, 3, and 6 

days of aging time in the range of 3800-2600 cm-1. 

Table 4.2. Detected wavenumber and vibrational modes in the range                          

3800-2600 cm-1 for all amine content of GPTMS. 

Wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Vibrational Mode References 

346684 νas(N-H) 84 

342985 νs(N-H) 85 

3368 νas(N-H) 85 

3350 νs(N-H) 85 

Stretching vibration; ν, symmetric; s, asymmetric; as. 
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The strong O-H stretching of hydroxyl group86 detected at 3389 cm-1 for SP00 was 

also seen in SP10, SP20, and SP30 samples. The presence and increasing of the 

amine content made the peak sharper. The specified peak at 3742 cm-1 was not 

detected due to the amine content. The results show the presence of condensation 

reaction from 1st day. The N-H out-of-phase stretching and N-H in-phase stretching 

peaks were detected at 346684  and 342985 cm-1, respectively, where non-bonded 

species disappeared on day 6 for SP10, which can be explained as the continuation 

of the reaction. The peaks were observed only on 1st day and 3rd day for SP20 and 

SP30, respectively, and disappeared at 6th day, which may be due to any non-bridge 

species left. The presence of an N-H stretching peak at around 3400 cm-1 also shows 

non-bonded species87. The peaks were observed for SP10 at the end of 6th  day and 

only at 1st  and 3rd day for SP20 and SP30. The two other band peaks at 3368 cm-1 

and 3350 cm-1 were formed by the N-H in-phase stretching vibrations85. These peaks 

are assigned as hydrogen and secondary amine reaction72, and their observation 

began at 3rd day for each sample because the reaction between hydrogen and 

secondary amine occurs at a slower rate. The epoxy ring reaction with primary amine 

was not observed at 6th day for SP30 sample, which may be explained as being due 

to the higher polymerization of the sample. The observation can be verified in the 

specific peak at 950 cm-1 in the fingerprint region.  

The reaction between the opened epoxy rings and amino-functionalized POSS are 

investigated in several regions, namely the N-H scissoring of primary and secondary  

amine (at 1650-1500 cm-1), the C-N stretching of aliphatic amine                                             

(at 1000-1250 cm-1), and the N-H wagging of primary and secondary amine                 

(at 910-650 cm-1)88. The 1800-600 cm-1 spectrum was normalized by using            

1275 cm-1, which is an Si-CH3 stretching band due to invariance during the aging 

time79. No quantitative comparison was conducted due to the increasing effect of 

hydrolysis-condensation reaction as well as the higher amine content. However, a 

qualitative comparison was completed for each aging time with different amine 

contents as shown in Figure 4.3. The corresponding peak values are presented in 

Table 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3. FTIR absorption spectra of SP10, SP20, and SP30, based on 1, 3, and 6 

days of aging time in the range of 1800-600 cm-1. Inset spectral range:                         

970-930 cm-1.  

Table 4.3. Detected wavenumber and vibrational modes in the range 800-600 cm-1 

for all amine content of GPTMS. 

Wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Vibrational Mode References 

1650 δs(N-H) 77 

1564 δas(N-H) 89 

1455 δs(C-H) 91 

1430 δas(C-H) 91 

700 ω(N-H) 77 

690 ω(N-H) 90 

Stretching vibration; ν, symmetric; s, asymmetric; as, bending; δ, twisting; τ, 

wagging; ω. 
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The characteristic peaks of amino-functionalized POSS can be detected in the region 

1130-1115 cm-1 as [RSiO1.5]8, 10, or 12 and 1500-1650 cm-1 as the deformation of NH2, 

respectively89. The peaks at 1650 and 1564 cm-1 were identified as being symmetric 

and asymmetric bending of NH2 and overlapping with the OH bending at                 

1650  cm-1. Another broad and characteristic peak of amine was determined at the 

910-650 cm-1 region, which is an out-of-plane wagging of NH2
90. A similar wagging 

was seen at around 690 cm-1 for SP20 and SP30, and another one at around                 

700 cm-1 for SP10. The peak also shows the overlapped peak of C-H bending, and 

its presence may be due to a still on-going reaction at the 6th  day. The bonds between 

epoxy ring and amino-POSS can be detected by the characteristic peaks at               

1455 cm-1  and 1430 cm-1 for C-O and C-N, respectively91. The 6th  day was chosen 

as the aging day to coat samples because the special characteristic of the epoxy ring 

at around 950 cm-1 was found at this day for SP20 and SP30. The presence of the 

peak for all aging times of the SP30 is explained as the increasing amount of POSS 

providing higher levels of polymerization. The peak assigns an out-of-plane 

deformation of C-H and shows a crosslinking between the epoxy ring of GPTMS 

and the amino-functionalized POSS92. It was decided that the reactions be 

discontinued because the viscosity of the coating tended to increase, making the 

aluminum surface coating impractical. As a result of the FTIR study of adding the 

amino-functionalized POSS, the reactions shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, were 

proved. These reactions will be evaluated after the heat treatment of the coatings.  

4.3 Conformation of Cure Cycle 

The cure cycle for coatings was determined by means of compiling the data available 

in literature12-66-15. Accordingly, the cure temperature was chosen as 120 oC at a 

heating rate of 5 o/min. The abundant presence of physically and chemically bounded 

water, adsorbed water on Si-OH and non-hydrolyzed organic moieties in the 

structure of the coating are all considered during the evaluation of the cure cycle94. 

Therefore, to examine the polymerization of coating, 6th day-aged coating samples 
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were cured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and using cure cycle 

parameters between 20 and 130 oC. During the analysis, the TA instrument program 

normalized the data according to the heating rate of each curve as constant at 5 o/min.                          

The graphs taken from DSC measurements are shown in Figure 4.4.                             

The corresponding values are presented in Table 4.4.  

Figure 4.4. DSC measurements of SP00,SP10, SP20, and SP30 along curing 

duration. 

Table 4.4. DSC analyses of SP00,SP10, SP20, and SP30 along curing duration. 

Temperature  

(oC) 

SP00 SP10 SP20 SP30 

Tg 98.95 101.08 99.79 101.35 

Tm 112.70 110.36 109.90 109.49 

Tm - - - 111.49 

Tp 120.90 120.09 120.02 119.99 

 

DSC analysis is carried out to measure the enthalpy changes during the gel 

densification gel into the final material. Considering the thermodynamics standpoint, 
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the decreasing free energy of the gel, due to the driving force resulted by high energy 

of the structure, is an irreversible process.  

Denser materials allow for higher corrosion protection. However, high temperatures 

cannot be applied for curing operations due to the combustion of the organics as well 

as the adverse effect on the metallic substrates93. A process known as “densification” 

turns the less stable state into a more stable one, causing exothermic heat fluxes. This 

process is affected by gel microstructure and process parameters95. Under basic 

conditions or in the presence of higher water content, strongly branched cluster 

structures are formed that behave as discrete species prior to gelation. In the second 

case, gelation is carried out with the linking of the branched clusters in the colloidal 

form96. Physical ageing can be applied with DSC measurement which means gradual 

increment of heat. The heating rate requires careful arrangement depending on the 

nature of the polymer because long-term storage below Tg causes gradual molecular 

relaxation, in turn causing amorphic and abnormally dense polymer chains to form. 

Internal stress, embrittlement and dimensional changes occur due to the type of 

densification97. Therefore, no dwell temperature was applied around glass transition 

temperature.   

The first region, endothermic peaks between 95 and 105 oC of all samples showed 

the desorption of water-alcohol media in the matrix of the polymer. The peak was 

not evaluated as a water-alcohol media, where the coatings were dissolved. This is 

because  the usage of a close hermetic pan prevented the peaks to form due to the 

volatilization of the media. The first small endothermic peaks developed as aging 

peaks due to water-alcohol desorption in the polymeric matrix and Tg for all samples. 

Next, structural relaxation started with the second endothermic peaks at the trailing 

edge of the Tg98-99. Ramis et. al.100 achieved similar results in their  curing attempt 

using DSC measurements. The melting temperature decreased with increasing amine 

content, which may be due to higher crosslinking in the polymeric matrix. The 

relaxation temperature of SP30 sample showed two peaks, which could be explained 

as non-bound POSS molecules to sol-gel network101. The exothermic peak at 120 oC 
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was detected as polymerization temperature for all samples. In the light of this 

information, the temperatures for glass transition, network relaxation, and 

polymerization were confirmed by DSC measurements and the results were found as 

similar with the data given in literature. 

4.4 Polymerization of Hybrid Coatings 

In the sol-gel process, the concentration of GPTMS has a catalyst effect on the size 

and uniformity of resultant silica particles. The type of the catalyst is one of the 

important factors of silica growth. The acidic and basic catalysts drive the 

mechanisms which are cluster-cluster growth and cluster-monomer growth, 

respectively102.  

After the curing operation, the samples were named as SP000, SP101, SP201, and 

SP301. Cured sample measurements were completed using ATR-FTIR. As seen in 

Section 4.1, the aging of SP00 was discussed, and the reactions were evaluated based 

on the characteristic peaks. After curing, the peaks were expected to show 

disappearing or shifting behavior. All reactions were compared in the ranges of 

3800-2600 cm-1 and 1800-600 cm-1. No quantitative comparison was conducted. The 

region at 3800-2600 cm-1 was normalized by the peak at 2870 cm1, which is a CH2 

antisymmetric stretching peak post-curing to achieve accurate sample comparisons 

in all cases. The detected 3742 cm-1 peak of the silanol group in GPTMS is expected 

to disappear after curing, assigned the formation of an Si-O-Si network. The 

characteristic epoxy ring signal in 3050-2990 cm-1 could not be evaluated during the 

aging time due to the presence of higher water-alcohol content. Such signals are 

commonly evaluated to detect the completion of the polymerization80. The identified 

peaks are shown in Figure 4.5. Their assignments are presented in Table 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5. ATR-FTIR absorption spectra of all cured samples in the range of       

3800-2600 cm-1. 

Table 4.5. Detected wavenumber and vibrational modes in the range of                        

3800-2600 cm-1 for all cured samples. 

Wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Vibrational Mode References 

3600-3200 ν (O-H) and ν (N-H) 105 

2929 ν (C-H) in (C2H5O)4Si 104 

2870 νas(C-H) of CH2 in -CH2O- 103 

2840103 νs(C-H) of CH2  in -CH2O- 103 

Stretching vibration; ν, symmetric; s, asymmetric; as. 

The specified peak at 3742 cm-1 disappeared after heat treatment of SP000 sample. 

During the aging time, the peak had already disappeared in the amine content 

coatings starting from the 1st day. This absence may imply SP000 polymerization 

detectable be means of the characteristic Si-OH and Si-O-Si peaks in the fingerprint 

region. The stretching of hydroxyl and amine appears as overlapped species in the 
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range 3600-3400 cm-1 105, making the assessment of polymerization virtually 

inaccurate. Even the characteristic amine peaks were not clearly observed in the 

overlapped region. After the analysis, the results showed the peak at 3464 and      

3365 cm-1 due to N-H stretching. This shows the presence of the 1652 cm-1 below 

the 1800 cm-1 region106. As seen in Section 4.1, the aging of SP00, SP10, SP20, and 

SP30 in that region was addressed. The specified peaks were shown to shift to the 

right as the data presented in Table 4.5. The CH3 stretching in Si-OMe group at 2987 

cm−1 was detected in SP000 sample, which is attributed to incomplete 

polymerization. The peak was not observed in the amine-containing samples. 

However, full polymerization can be detected in the fingerprint region because the 

characteristic peaks are visible. The range of 1800-600 cm−1 was normalized by the 

peak at 1275 cm−1 for all samples. But no quantitative comparison was conducted. 

The characteristic peak signals of the epoxy group are shown in Figure 4.6. Their 

assignments are presented in Table 4.6.  

Figure 4.6. ATR-FTIR absorption spectra of all cured samples in the range of 1800-

600 cm-1. Inset spectral range: 1590-1550 cm-1. 
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Table 4.6. Detected wavenumber and vibrational modes in the range of                       

3800-2600 cm-1 for all cured samples. 

Wavenumber 

(cm-1) 

Vibrational Mode References 

1650 δ(O-H) 107 

1579 ν(C-C) due to crosslinking 108 

1562 δ(N-H) due to epoxy ring - amine 

reaction 

106 

1417 δas(C-H ) in −CH2−[−CH2−(CO−)] 109 

1340 δ(O-H) in [-CH-O-] 104 

1275 νas (C-O-C) due to crosslinking 108 

1255 νs (C-O-C)  due to crosslinking 108 

1198 δas(C-H ) in −CH2−[−CH2−(CO−)] 109 

1100 ν(Si-O-Si) 109 

1058 [RSiO1.5]8, 10,12 109 

1030 ν (C-O) 109 

910 ν(C-O-C) in due to epoxy ring 

functionalization 

82 

878 ν(C-O) + ν (C-C) 104 

 

The O-H bending vibration at 1650 cm-1 was assigned as O-H groups in an 

unmodified hybrid film, as shown in Figure 4.6 for SP000 sample. The peaks were 

expected to fully disappear after heat treatment. The presence of the peak at 1650 

cm-1 showed that unmodified O-H groups disappeared. This leads to decreasing 

water contact angle afterward and increasing surface wettability because unmodified 

hydroxyl groups cause the formation of hydrogen bonding with water molecules107. 

A small peak was also detected in 1700-1600 cm-1 for the amine content spectra, 

though a similar conclusion may not be deduced because the peak was also evaluated 

as an amide group in the hydrophobic side of the POSS. A characteristic N-H 
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bending peak was detected at 1562 cm-1 in the amine content spectra, showing the 

presence of a reaction between the opened epoxy ring and the amine side of the 

POSS. The peak at 1579 is assigned as a C-C stretching vibration109, implying 

polymerization in the matrix. Other characteristic peaks of polymerization were 

determined at 1275 and 1255 cm-1 as antisymmetric and symmetric stretching of       

C-O-C, respectively103. The characteristic peak of the cage-structured POSS at 1058 

cm-1 was detected as an overlapped stretching of C-C and C-O bonds, implying the 

presence of a C-C bond in the hydroxyl and a C-O bond in the cyclic species 109.   

The specified peak of polymerization at 950 cm-1 shifted and remained at 910 cm-1, 

which is either an epoxy or a silanol groups15. This further implies partial 

polymerization in all samples as well as closed epoxy rings remaining. This result is 

highly attributed to the curing temperature because disappearance is expected with 

increasing temperature15. The increasing temperature affected the polymeric coating 

inversely and causing boehmite structure formation (AlOOH·(OH)x), in turn 

preventing Al-O-Al bonds to form in octahedrally coordinated aluminum up to        

120  oC110. A boehmite structure (AlOOH·(OH)x) leads to  the hydrophilic surface 

property110.   

4.5 Thermal Property of Hybrid Coating  

Commonly, the working conditions of aircraft structures change between -50 and 

130 oC. For this reason, synthesized coatings were evaluated using DSC 

measurements after curing. No quantitative comparison was made, and the analysis 

was completed using a TA instrument program. The curves taken from DSC 

measurements are shown in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.7. DSC curves of cured samples. 

Thermally induced shape memory effects can show two types behavior in the 

polymeric structure: Cross-linked network and connecting onto the cross-linking 

sites of the switch segments111. Wang et. Al.112 have been reported the relationship 

between glass transition temperature and shape memory effect. They proved 

increasing glass transition temperature due to shape memory of the material via 

thermally induced. 

In this study, the active hydrogen side of the amino-functionalized POSS is cross-

linked with an opened epoxy ring. No open cage POSS could be observed with FTIR 

measurement, and the lowest glass transition temperature of the coatings was 

determined in SP000 sample. Furthermore, no degradation peak was found, which 

may be considered unfavorable under given working conditions for synthesized 

coatings. Increasing the amine content provided for enhancing glass transition 

temperature due to the shape memory property of amino-functionalized POSS. 

Under the determined working conditions, the synthesized coatings did not show 

thermally stable behavior, despite thermally induced. When the thermally unstable 
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coatings interact with aluminum surfaces, they cause micro-cracks and afterward, 

become susceptible to corrosion. TMA measurements were carried out to examine 

such interactions. The values calculated are shown in Figure 4.8. The TMA curves 

of all samples are provided in Appendix A. The coefficient of thermal expansion 

(CTE) values was calculated automatically from the slope of the graph during 

measurements and presented in Table 4.7.  

Figure 4.8. CTE values comparison according to the POSS amount of all samples. 

Table 4.7. CTE values of all samples.  

Samples ALY00 ALC00 SP000 SP101 SP201 SP301 

CTE (1/°C) 29.748 18.033 23.409 24.491 25.582 26.741 

 

According to the AMS QQ-A 250/4 material specification, the thermal expansion of 

the aluminum 2024 T3 material is 23.1 1/°C 20. But this value is applicable at 

temperature range between 20 and  100 oC. In order to evaluate the results under the 

same parameters, the CTE of a pre-penetrant etched applied sample was also 

measured. A CCC applied sample was detected as having the least expansion 

coefficient. When the coating works in between -50 and 130 oC conditions, it may 
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fail. Increasing the amine content allows for better thermal compatibility of the 

coating, although it could be different concerning the material characteristics of 

aluminum. This may be due to the organic side of the hybrid material because it does 

not allow further moving of the polymeric matrix. On the other hand, this property 

improves the mechanical property54.  The experiment was carried under a constant 

heating rate, so higher amine content coating cannot be accounted for resistance 

against thermal shock. The result can be consolidated through dynamic mechanical 

analysis, which is not within the scope of the present work. The TMA measurements 

of all synthesized coated surfaces showed that the coatings worked compatibly with 

aluminum material in the temperature range from -50 oC to 130 oC working 

conditions at a constant heating rate of 10 oC/min.  

4.6 Surface Properties of Coating and Hydrophobicity 

The coated surface thicknesses were determined by subtracting the sample thickness 

from the total thickness (sample thickness + coating thickness) after curing. Before 

doing so, the aluminum sample thickness and pre-penetrant etched aluminum sample 

surface were measured. The thickness of the Al 2024 T3 material was 1.020 mm as 

a standard material stock. After the etching process, the thickness decreased nearly 

1 µm. Therefore, an immersion period of four minutes provided the average coating 

thickness of approximately 1 µm. The thicknesses were similar to the chemical 

conversion coating thickness of aluminum materials113. The roughness value of 

coating increased with increasing amount of amino-functionalized POSS. The data 

for both measurements are averaged. The roughness values of the samples are shown 

in Figure 4.9 and presented in Table 4.8.  
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Figure 4.9. Roughness values of all coated samples. Standard Deviation: * = ± 0.08 

Ra ; ** = ± 0.03 Ra ; *** = ± 0.02 Ra. 

Table 4.8. Thickness and roughness of the samples. 

Sample Thickness 

(mm) 

Roughness  

(Ra) 

AL000 1.020± 0.00 0.121 ± 0.08 

ALY00 1.019 ± 0.01 0.117 ± 0.03 

ALC00 1.020 ± 0.01 0.126 ± 0.02 

SP000 1.020 ± 0.01 0.155 ± 0.02 

SP101 1.020 ± 0.01 0.198 ± 0.02 

SP201 1.020 ± 0.01 0.249 ± 0.02 

SP301 1.020 ± 0.01 0.224 ± 0.02 

 

The thickness is related not only to the immersion time but also to the viscosity of 

the coating solution. One of the reasons for using the 95% ethanol solution was to 
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reduce the viscosity of coating solution and to obtain controlled surface roughness 

and homogeneity114. 

Considering the adhesion between the sol-gel films and the aluminum alloy surface, 

adhesion between coating and roughened surface occurs due to strong covalent 

bonds and mechanical interlocking. Additionally, the roughness of the coating 

surface is an important factor to improve adhesion between the surface and the 

primer topcoat application115. 

The roughness values of the coated surface are altered dramatically using a silica-

based sol-gel coating application and the addition of amino-functionalized POSS in 

the sol-gel. Rahimi et al.116 showed that increasing surface roughness was attributed 

to the inorganic content of the coating. Improved flexibility and reduced defects are 

possible with organic components, leading to low surface roughness. They also 

reported that increasing hardness causes reduced surface roughness in the presence 

of inorganic and organic components together.   

A thick and inhomogeneous coating is not preferable due to the tendency for crack 

formation. Increasing film thickness and heterogenicity causes changes in crack 

spacing. The mechanism of the behavior attributes partial delamination failure and 

causes crack propagation. This phenomenon is observed when cracks formed in the 

sol-gel silicate film on the surface49. 

Surface morphology is one of the most important factors in coating. Hybrid 

polymeric coatings on the surface cause cracks or pores when the heating rate is not 

optimized. When this rate accelerates to release gases during polymerization, this 

causes corrosion on the aluminum surface, such as pitting117-118. However, non-

homogenous and porous surfaces also increase roughness and lead to reduced contact 

angle. The SEM images of reference samples, ALY00 and ALCOO and their contact 

angle measurements are provided in Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.10. SEM images and contact angle measurement of reference samples. 

ALY00 sample showed scratch signs on the surface, although pre-penetrant etch was 

applied not only to prevent scratch but also to obtain a uniform surface. When 

comparing the standard deviation of AL000 and ALY00, the declining deviation of 

the latter resulted in a more uniform surface after the etching process. ALC00 sample 

has a surface coated with chemical conversion, a technique commonly used in the 

aerospace industry. In Figure 4.10, the sample shows non-uniform and locally flaked 

surfaces. The two surfaces showed hydrophilic surface properties, although the CCC 

applied surface had an increased contact angle.  

After the sol-gel based coating application, the roughness values of the coated 

surfaces improved. The increment provided hydrophobic surface property for SP201 

and SP301, while it caused hydrophilicity for SP000 and SP101. The SEM images 

of the sol-gel-based coating with their contact angle measurements shown in Figure 

4.11.  
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Figure 4.11. SEM images with contact angle measurements of coated samples          

(A: SP000, B: SP101, C: SP201, D: SP301). 

According to the images, no cracks occurred during the curing process, a result also 

supported by contact angle measurements. Red circles show silica particles. In 

SP301 which has a higher degree of polymerization, the particles showed closer and 

better disperse surface property.  

The contact angle of a surface is related to the chemical properties of coating and 

surface morphology. Contrary to popular myth, Wu et al.119 reported that increasing 

surface roughness increases the water contact angle and cause hydrophobicity. The 

presence of a silica filler causes increased solid content in the coating, leading to a 

rougher surface. After the ring opening of GPTMS with a basic precursor, a semi-

crystalline structure causes a rise in the solid content of sol-gel during the coating 

condensation. This can be observed as a non-bonded opened epoxy ring with amino-

functionalized POSS. Roughness and contact angle values were related except 

samples SP000 and SP101.  
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According to Wenzel’s theory, there is an inversely related between contact angle 

and roughness when the former is measured below 90o. The contact angle below 90o 

for SP000 and SP101 was found to be hydrophilic, as shown in Figure 4.10-A and 

B. Hydrophilicity is directly related to the opened epoxy ring on the coated surfaces. 

Cross-linking between two networks can be accomplished during the curing 

operation, and it requires an epoxy ring and silanol reaction or the hydroxyl of the 

opened epoxy rings and silanol by condensation120. For the SP101 sample, the 

addition of POSS did not prevent hydrophilicity due to epoxy rings that were left 

open. The addition of POSS made the coating surface type close to the boundary of 

non-wetting, causing the coating to become hydrophobic.   

Since the hydrophobic side of the amino-functionalized POSS affected both 

roughness and the contact angle in a positive manner121, it increments of POSS 

content was also expected to affect the roughness and hydrophobicity. SP201 in 

Figure 4.11-C showed the best hydrophobic characteristic among the other samples, 

which was due to cross-linking and polymerization of the coating and aluminum 

surface122. The hydrophobic side of the amino-functionalized POSS may cause 

solid/liquid content in the coating assumed as a composite configuration in the 

interface. According to Bico’s theory, air is trapped, and the liquid is no longer fully 

diffused into the protrusions of surface, even when the contact angle is measured 

below 90o 123. The decreasing contact angle in SP301 could be caused due to the 

reaction of all opened rings with the amine group of amino-functionalized POSS, 

while the remained-opened epoxy rings caused the hydrophilicity in SP000 and 

SP101 samples. This could be due to a drop in cross-linking between the coating and 

the aluminum surface. However, SP201 and SP301 have a hydrophobic character. 

As a result, hydrophobicity can be effectively measured with corrosion experiments 

since it is considered as a function of corrosion resistance in this research.  
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4.7 Adhesion Performance of Coating 

The adhesion performance of the cured coatings was evaluated with an adhesion 

test. The test is generally used to evaluate primers and topcoats’ adhesion 

performance with the metallic surface in the aerospace industry. The coatings 

synthesized have a polymeric nature. Hence, the test can give accurate information 

about the adhesion quality of the coatings. Given the SEM images in Section 4.6, no 

cracks were observed, implying no susceptibility to corrosion. The adhesion test 

images for SP000 and SP301 samples are shown in Figure 4.12. The images for the 

other samples are presented in Appendix B. SP000 sample showed the least 

polymerization with respect to the FTIR measurements, whereas SP301 showed 

better performance among the amine content coatings.  

The tests were completed two weeks after coating. According to the NEN-EN-ISO 

2409 standard-Class 0, “the edges of the cuts are completely smooth; none of the 

squares of the lattice is detached”.  
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Figure 4.12. Adhesion test images of SP000 and SP301 samples. 

No empty lattice was detected in any case, but the appearance of the coating may 

have made it difficult to view the lattices; however, no left-over coating on the tape 

or color changes were detected, either, showing that all the synthesized coatings 

adhered to the aluminum surface properly.  
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4.8 Corrosion Performance of Coating 

The corrosion performance of the cured coatings was evaluated with  

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests. The corrosion behavior of 

metal is thoroughly analyzed with the electrochemical method, and the 

corresponding interactions between the metal surface and electrolyte solution are 

detected using EIS. According to the related principles, reduction and oxidation 

processes on the metal surface occurred simultaneously in a corrosive environment, 

and the oxidized (corroded) materials are the solvent and the specimen. The 

specimen surface should both serve as anodic and cathodic, to allow respective 

currents to pass along the specimen surface together. Generally, corrosion occurs due 

to the anodic currents. When the two currents are equal in magnitude on the surface, 

there is potential for corrosion potential, denoted as Ecorr. The Ecorr, rates of oxidation 

and reduction in a specimen are equal, but polarity is more positive than the corrosion 

potential (Ecorr) when the anodic current is predominant. Increasing the magnitude of 

polarity causes the cathodic current to be neglected. The potentiodynamic 

polarization plot is obtained from the log current function vs the potential chart. The 

Ecorr is negative, which causes enhancement of the cathodic current. The anodic 

current with a positive potential is a reverse case in this regard124. 

In this research, all the data were calculated, and plots were drawn using computer 

programs. The background to computations and the equations are seen in Section 

3.4.8. The coated sample plots were evaluated in Figure 4.13 with a Nyquist plot and 

in Figure 4.14 with a Tafel plot. For all coated samples, fresh measurements were 

completed, and the experiment were carried out for 48 hours. The plots and Tafel fits 

of each sample are shown in Appendices C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4.  
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Figure 4.13. A:Nyquist plot of all samples; B:Tafel plot of all samples. 

Polarization resistance or linear polarization (Rp) is used to measure absolute 

corrosion rates. This electrochemical technique measures absolute corrosion rates 

rapidly. Precise correlations need to be made between polarization resistance and the 

determination of conventional weight loss. The corrosion current iCORR and corrosion 

are highly related to each other as well. Hence, calculated with Eq.1 and Eq.2, 

respectively125. 

According to mixed potential theory, two or more oxidation and reduction reactions 

take place during electrochemical reactions without any accumulation of electrical 
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charge and any externally applied potential. The rate of oxidation and reduction in 

the corroding system are evaluated equal in magnitude, whereas the current is 

calculated as zero using Eq.3. No external application of potential systems is also 

knowns as an open circuit potential (OCP) and expressed as ECORR. The reaction rate 

is under control by a slow step of chemical reaction that needs activation energy as 

an external voltage source applied on the metal. Here, mixed potential theory is 

evaluated using Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 theoretically based on Eq. 4 and at the equilibrium 

of reaction75. Before the evaluation of the sample corrosion resistance, ALY00 and 

ALC00 were measured for the corrosion rate with reference as presented in Table 

4.9.   

Table 4.9. Reference sample for corrosion evaluation of the coated samples. 

Sample 

Name 

ECORR 

(mV) 

ICORR  

(mA) 

βa  

(mV) 

βc  

(mV) 

Corrosion 

Rate 

(mmpy) 

ALY00 -553.715 7.556 15.6 1082 32.90 x10-3 

ALC00 -1067 1.350 455.6 150.0 5.88 x10-3 

 

The calculated different corrosion parameters for all coated samples are tabulated in 

Table 4.10. Accordingly, ECORR of the reference sample  was calculated as negative, 

which shows more anodic properties than the coated samples. 

Table 4.10. Corrosion evaluation of all samples after 48 h. 

Sample 

Name 

ECORR 

(mV) 

ICORR  

(mA) 

βa  

(mV) 

βc  

(mV) 

Corrosion 

Rate  

(mmpy) 

SP000 -619.727 1.133 42.2 376.2 4.93x10-3 

SP101 -636.593 1.025 44.5 379.9 4.62 x10-3 

SP201 -622.599 0.733 147.1 281.2 3.19 x10-3 

SP301 -682.625 1.087 37.1 384.9 4.73 x10-3 
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According to the reference measurements for bare aluminum sample ECORR was 

measured as -0.55 V. Considering all coated samples, the ECORR rate was more 

negative, meaning more cathodic than the bare aluminum sample and more anodic 

than the CCC coated sample. This could mean that the organic inhibitors lead to 

preventing cathodic reactions with water or O2, which stay immobilized on copper. 

When Cu(I) complexes are formed with organic inhibitors due to the presence of 

copper content on the surface of the aluminum material, these complexes prevent 

any reaction with corrosive environments126. CCC coating has more cathodic than 

the coated samples, which may be due to have electrical conductivity. 

Metroke et al.127 have shown the relation between the corrosion potential, Ecorr, and 

the chain length of amine in GPTMS/TEOS systems. The curing process for these 

systems is carried out with different amines such as diethylenetriamine, 

triethylenetetraamine, tetraethylenepentamine, etc. and the reduction of ECORR, is 

shown to be attributed to longer amine chains by means of increasing amine 

functionalities. Therefore, enhancing the possibility of the formation of amino 

complexes on the copper rich contained AA 2024 surface leads to a reduction in the 

corrosion potential.  

Concerning the corrosion potential of SP000 sample shows the lowest corrosion 

resistance among other samples (SP101, SP201, and SP301) because the opened 

epoxy ring on the surface increases the hydrophilicity, exposing the surface to 

corroding agents66. The SP000, SP101, SP201, and SP301 samples showed better 

corrosion performance compared with the bare aluminum reference sample.  The 

calculated corrosion rates of all coated samples were found to be less than the bare 

aluminum since increasing the organic content of the coating revealed dielectric 

properties and preventing electron transfer, except in SP201126. This sample was 

found to have the highest hydrophobic property and, as such, is expected to have 

higher corrosion performance. Though this effect could not be observed because 

trapped air in SP201 sample escaped by means of corrosive ions and water diffusion. 

Hence, having the lowest corrosion potential among all the amino-functionalized, 

POSS-contained coatings.  
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CHAPTER 5  

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

5.1 Conclusions 

A sol-gel reaction between the 3-Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) and 

0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 mol amino functionalized and 50% amphiphilic polyhedral 

oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) is performed under extreme basic conditions. 

Epoxy ring of GPTMS is opened via basic sol-gel process. T10 cage structure amino-

functionalized POSS are used as a curing agent. An optimum aging time for the 

completion of the sol-gel reactions as determined by FTIR measurements is 6 days. 

A higher degree of polymerization is obtained for GPTMS including amine POSS as 

compared to GPTMS basic sol-gel. The amino functionalized POSS included 

GPTMS could be successfully applied on an aluminum alloy, Aluminum 2024-T3, 

by immersion technique. Scanning electron microscope examinations reveal that 

crack free coatings could be applied on Aluminum 2024-T3 sample. No degradation 

of coating is noticed at the service temperature of aircraft structure for all the POSS 

included GPTMS prepared. Higher amine POSS containing coatings has more or 

less the same thermal expansion coefficient with Aluminum 2024-T3. Contact angle 

measurements reveal that contact angle is more than 90o for the coating applied on 

Aluminum 2024-T3 sample for the coatings produced by immersing into solutions 

including 0.4 mol and 0.6 mol amino functionalized POSS for 4 min subsequently 

cured at 120 oC for 60 min. That is, SP201 and SP301. The Aluminum 2024-T3 

samples coated by immersing into solutions containing no or lesser amount of amino 

functionalized POSS, SP000 and SP101, exhibit contact angles less than 90o, 

implying partial polymerization of the network. 

Surface roughness increases as the amount of amino functionalized POSS included 

increases.  SP201 offers roughness, and contact angle among the all the samples 
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prepared. Enhancement of roughness also paved the way for adhesion performance. 

Primer and topcoat application ensured the resistance against the chemical corrosion 

more effectively. Enhanced adhesion performance provides more positively to the 

surface corrosion resistance when presence of primer and topcoat applications. 

Corrosion performance of the GPTMS prepared has been elucidated using 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Surprisingly, although SP201 has better 

hydrophobic character, its corrosion performance is worse than SP301 as a result of 

escape of trapped air in the network. SP301 show better corrosion performance 

among all the coated samples. In terms of the surface properties and corrosion 

behavior a GPTMS:Amino functionalized POSS molar ratio of 1:0.6 has been proven 

the best coating ratio. Increasing amount of amino functionalized POSS facilitates 

the possibility of the network formation and improves corrosion resistance of bare 

aluminum surface. In spite of good peculiarities, amine added coatings have limited 

usage for aircraft structure since thermally treated coatings may decrease fatigue 

resistance of the Aluminum 2024-T3. 

5.2 Future Works 

Thermal expansion is an important factor in the service conditions of aircraft 

structures. Nevertheless, thermal shock resistance cannot be detected by itself with 

TMA measurements. A dynamic mechanical analysis will be completed for all 

coated samples and thermal shock resistance and mechanical properties should be 

evaluated as well. According to the MIL-DTL-5541 spec of chemical conversion 

coating, the salt spray test can be a key determiner of  corrosion performance of 

coatings. Beside the EIS measurements, corrosion performance should also be 

evaluated by using salt spray test in future to determine the working life better for 

such coatings.  
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APPENDICES 

A. TMA RESULTS  

Figure A.1. TMA measurements of all coated samples with reference samples. 
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B. ADHESION TESTS 

Figure B.1. Adhesion test images of SP101 and SP201. 
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C. TAFEL PLOTS OF ALL SAMPLES 

Figure C.1. Tafel plots of SP000. 

Figure C.2. Tafel plots of SP101. 
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Figure C.3. Tafel plots of SP201.  

Figure C.4. Tafel plots of SP301. 

 


